Vienna Taiwan Lecture Series

Winter term 2018

Environmental Consciousness and Protection in Taiwan

International Conference with Taiwanese Experts
24-28 October 2018
Campus of the University of Vienna, Austria

Beyond Beauty: Taiwan in the World

Through the Lens of Environmental Documentaries

Further information and program details on tsc-conference.univie.ac.at

Hong-Chi Shiau

The Sensational, the Everyday-life and the Spectacular - Witnessing the Intersection of Documentary Filmmaking and Civic Movement in Taiwan

Wed. Oct. 24 2018

Ann Heylen

Earthquake, Typhoon, Cyclone, Landslide and Flood - Taiwan in the News

Wed. Nov. 7 2018

Ya-Huei Lin

Reception of American Environmental Literature in Taiwan

14:40 - 16:10
Tue. Dec. 11 2018

Ya-Huei Lin

"Stepping to the Music of a Different Drummer"
From Walden to Beyond Beauty: Taiwan from Above

Wed. Dec. 12 2018

Time & Loc.: 18:30, SIN1, at the Dep. of East Asian Studies/Sinology, Altes AKH, Campus, Spitalgasse 2, entrance 2.3 unless otherwise specified
Website: http://tsc.univie.ac.at

QR: map